
Parliament Agenda Items 
 

● SA Updates 
○ Dylan submitted legislation to create a working force count the number of real vs 

fake trees in order to establish arboretum status 
○ Concerns about mental health, not enough staff on hand at the well being center 

■ Expand counseling/well being center 
■ Hard to meet with counselors on short notice 
■ Remove stigma of going to these counselors 
■ Include mental health clause in all class syllabi 
■ There are certain well being counselors assigned to each college, but 

might be a cool idea to have them rotate. Make them more a more active 
presence at residential colleges 

■ Increase resources on campus like a liason just to focus on mental health 
■ There is a 1-800 number you can call after hours, you can also call RUPD 

(all trained to deal with mental health emergencies)  
■ A lot of times, people who need help the most aren’t ones to reach out. 

Could have a diversity of mediums (i.e. videos, chat bot, chat server done 
by counselors) 

● SA President & IVP Speeches 
● Class Reps Candidate Speeches 

○ Seniors: Liseth Perez, Jake Reinhart, Alex Addy 
○ Juniors: Nisha Patel, Justin Tang, Mitchell Gregory, Sarah Berton/Laney Baker 
○ Sophomores: Hannah Towbin, Alec Gorsse, Connor Rothschild, Kush 

Brahmbhatt, Sophie Clayton, Karen Shore 
● Socials Candidate Speeches 
● Campus Wide Rep Candidate Speeches 
● Improvements Updates 

○ Swing and quad lights are here, but need to be set up by H&D 
○ Flag is ready, will be here by Friday 
○ Put stuff into the time capsule 

● Space Requests  
○ UH & Rice Super Smash Brothers Tournament: Passes 

● Money Requests- none 
● Shout-Outs  

○ Ellie Mix, Romi, and Jeremiah for desi 
○ Georgia Belmont, Bonnie, and the Culturals committee for organizing the Martel 

piano recital 
● Announcements  



○ Co-Advisor apps due Friday. If your app doesn’t submit (because of problems 
with qualtrics), fill out the app through the PDF that was emailed out and send it 
to the college you’re applying to 

○ Sign up for Beer Bike security!!!! 5 people needed 
○ Head Caregiver Applications due Monday at 11:59pm 

● Ideas for Martel 
○ Have food rep in charge of martel mentors food 

 
Dylan “had glue in his butt” Dickens 
Gabby “i have somewhere to be” Falcon 
Russell “i love mud” Kielawa 
Jacqui “:)” Lee 
Akhil “:)” Surapaneni 
Andrew “chocolate covered blueberries” Stefani 
Eric “someone’s hungry” Shi 
Elisa “” Arango 
Elliot “absent” Baerman 
Sapna “called” Suresh 
Tim “out” Marshall 
Matt “:)” Thibodeau 
Thresa “:)” Skeslien-Jenkins 
Errol “:)” Jordheim 
Zach “:)” Bodek 
Sarah “Lanrah or Saney?” Berton 
Bu “proxy” nt 
Justin “block laser tag” Tang 
Nisha “class rep” Patel 
Sophie “rumba” Clayton 
Connor “goes karen’s got it” Rothschild 
Kyle “:)” Dickens 
Kush “that’s a lot of words right there” Brahmbhatt 
Tanner “opinion on how to vote” Reese 
Anna “went forward” Margaret Clyburn 
Karen “i’m a frog” Shore 
Shane “:)” DiGiovanna 


